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Charles B. Garrigus Journals, 1939-82

Box 1:

Vol. I Expenses, health, local sports events, war in Europe, comments on Neville Chamberlain, 1st book - responses of publishers (rejections), teaching experiences, poem, looking for work as a teacher, moving to Paducah, Kentucky, WPA office, observations on the depression, starting small lunch stand, becomes a Ford salesman, tours car plants, events of war, Feb. 19, 1939 - Feb. 25, 1942

Vol. II Critical of church support of W.W. II, more attempts to publish book, works for Sugar Rationing Whiping incident at school, war news, war production, rationing, shortages in mid-west, work as a cook and on a road building crew, list of expenses, plans to organize the world after the war, accepts teaching job in Oregon, record of trip from Illinois to Oregon, expenses, March 6, 1942 - March 29, 1946

Vol. III Move to California, daily life, health, post-war politics, food expenses, Rose Bowl games, train fire, poetry, April 1, 1946 - January 3, 1954

Vol. IV Democratic party activity, Kennedy assassination, California politics, activities as Poet Laureate, poetry, 1954-1967

Vol V Activities as Poet Laureate, Vietnam, Martin Luther King, moon landing, campaign for state legislature, health, family death, poetry - wife's journal, 1967-1982
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